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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following report is presented as a summary of the balance sheet for the fulfilment of labor and
trade union rights over the past five years of the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the European
Union (EU).
Research is based on sustainable development and its inherent linkage with labor rights. In this
sense, it reports violations of freedom of association and the right of association, weakness in the
labor inspection system, labor intermediation, violations of rights of informal and migrant workers,
as well as impunity and union violence.

1. VIOLATIONS OF FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND RIGHT OF ASSOCIATION,
WITH EMPHASIS ON TYPES OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Within the framework of the Labor Action Plan (PAL, in Spanish) with the US, the article 200 of the
Criminal Code was created, amended by article 26 of Law 1453 of 2011, which penalizes the
celebration of “collective agreements in which, as a whole, better conditions are granted to nonunionized workers, with respect to those conditions agreed in collective agreements with unionized
workers of the same company”.
However, this has not led to changes in the culture of breach of rights by employers. According to
data from the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation (FGN), for 2018, of the 2,428
investigations, 2,107 (86.8%) are cases terminated by means other than those of a judicial sentence
and 321 (13.2%) are active.
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All these processes have only allowed one sentence, all of which are of acquittal nature, and are
under appeal by the Prosecutor's Office. Likewise, most of the workers have not been able to reach
the prosecution stages, which makes impossible for them to show evidence and arguments.
For its part, the Ministry of Labor, in response to the Central Unitaria de Trabajadores (CUT),
reported only 42 records of sanctions imposed for conducts that violate the right of union
association for the period 2019 and three records of sanctions imposed for threatening conduct
against the right of trade union association from January to August 2020.
The collective labor environment in Colombia has been characterized by the coexistence of
collective labor bargaining agreements and collective agreements within companies. Considering
that generally the collective agreements and/or benefit plans contemplate better working
conditions, in the midst of labor dynamics, they end up becoming: 1) a limit for the negotiation of
the convention, 2) collective agreements end up delaying and preventing normal negotiation of
conventions, 3) pacts bring the majority unions to a minority position by reducing their membership,
4) collective pacts incorporates terms superior to the collective convention existing and 5) even
though it is said that the pacts are negotiated these are generally imposed by employers without
any type of negotiation.
According to the Constitutional Court, the coexistence of pacts and conventions is allowed when
the existing union is a minority in the company, as long as the pact does not establish better working
conditions than the Convention since rights to equality and association would be violated.
Within the framework of this, between 2011 and 2019, 2,209 collective agreements have been held
in the country, that is, an average of 200 collective agreements per year. According to these figures,
collective agreements and benefit plans have been kept, even increased in some years, to the
detriment of trade union organizations.
Likewise, false unions and union contracts, defined in article 482 of the National Labor Code as those
entered into by “one or more workers' unions with one, several employers or employer unions for
the provision of services or the execution of a work through its affiliates” increased.
These union contracts cannot be considered as another type of collective bargaining in the country,
because in practice they are adhesion contracts of a worker who joins a union with the promise of
being sent to work in a company or institution.
Other problems can be identified around union contracts:
1. They have served as a tool to perpetuate illegal labor intermediation,
2. they distort union activity and disrespect the basic tenets of unionism and collective bargaining,
and,
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3. There are recurrent violations of the labor rights of intermediated workers, insofar as they are
not recognized as workers, but as participating members, without the rights to demand compliance
with the National Labor Code.
Likewise, 62.6% of the contracts establish the prohibition of strikes1(Muñoz 2018). In addition, they
are contracts with high instability, mostly used in the public health sector, a situation that in times
of pandemic has exacerbated the precariousness of workers of the sector. Most of them last from
one to three months.
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2. A WEAK LABOR INSPECTION SYSTEM
According to ILO standards, the number of inspectors must be in accordance with the number of
workers in a country. By 2019, in Colombia there were 22,140,000 people who were part of the
economically active population, which means that at least 1,107 labor inspectors were needed at
that date.
Despite the standards, according to data from the Ministry of Labor, the country had 904 inspectors
in 2019 and, of these, 774 had precarious contracts, which means that they are not in an
administrative career which would guarantee the stability and impartiality of the inspectors.
Concerning the decrease in inspections, there is also a notable decrease in both enforceable and
non-enforceable sanctions for the 2018-2019 period. There are 36,079 processes being filed when
the country only has a little more than 865 inspectors, that is, each inspector should carry out 41
additional processes on top to those that are entering on a day-to-day basis in order to decongest
the labor inspection system. Likewise, timely, transparent or clear information is not provided by
the Ministry of Labor, despite the fact that to date the Ministry of Labor has an information system
that is supposed to expedite the delivery of information.
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3. ILLEGAL LABOR INTERM EDIATION WITH FOCUS ON AGREEMENTS FOR LABOR
FORMALIZATION

In Colombia there are multiple labor relations intermediaries, such as the (Associated Work
Cooperatives, CTA), the (interim employment agencies, EST), the Union Contracts or the Simplified
Stock Companies (SAS) for the execution of missionary and permanent tasks, but they end up
promoting and implementing flexibilization policies contrary to the precepts of decent work.
Most of the contracts that ESTs have with workers that are sent in missions to other companies –
around 90% – establish a relationship that does not correspond to the terms defined by law. Despite
having permanent working conditions, their contracts are made for a fixed term of one year, or per
task, which are periodically renewed. This situation leads them to work in the same jobs as their
directly hired peers, but under conditions of inferiority in relation to remuneration and other
benefits and without being able to exercise the rights of freedom of association.
In addition, it is possible that the worker signs a blank contract, which is then filled out by the
agreement companies with their own needs. Under this system, temporary workers have lower
chances of labor mobility and only 13% of these have been promoted in their current job, compared
to 23% of their permanent counterparts.
Meanwhile, the formalization agreements established with the Government have been a measure
with no real impact on workers.
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4. PRECARIOUS, MIGRANT, INFORMAL JOBS AND NON-REGRESSIVITY OF LABOR
RIGHTS

The migratory phenomenon grew more than 50% in 2019 and by 2020, 1,800,000 Venezuelan
citizens were living in Colombia . Of them, only 597,583 have a Special Permit of Permanence (PEP),
which is a necessary requirement to be in the subsidized health system, another 78,510 have a visa
and an immigration card and 66,297 are within the legal time of stay. In the so-called irregular
situation, there are approximately 665,665 people, of which 445,389 entered the country without
authorization and 220,276 exceeded their legal time of stay (Migración Colombia, 2019).
Many of them are part of the 200,000 workers who are hired by digital work platforms such as Rappi,
Uber, Domicilios.com, Mensajeros Urbanos, iFood among others, which represent a source of rapid
employment and in which they can work without being demands to be regularized in the country;
however, these conditions translate into high precariousness for workers.
Migration in Colombia ends up being affected by the lack of protection in terms of safety and health
at work, discrimination in employment and occupation, lack of guarantees to unionize, and lack of
protection in comprehensive social security in relation to other workers.
On the other hand, according to the latest DANE figures, 49% of the employed population in
Colombia works in the informal sector. In this sense, it should be noted that the policy for informal
workers proposed by the Ministry of Labor in 2020 has at least the following problems:
1. It has a poorly representative sample, since fewer than 42 organizations in the country were
surveyed.
2. It has three axes and in each of them there is nothing different from what already exists in other
programs.
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3. It proposes increasing the impact of programs aimed at informal vendors, however, it is
something that has been promoted by different sectors, but without reaching a greater impact on
the informal population. On the contrary, current public policy seems to be more aimed at
regulating public space in a process of sanitation, rather than guaranteeing rights for the informal
workers.
Added to the entire scenario of violation of rights of informal workers is the crisis caused by COVID19.
Regarding the regressivity of labor rights, it is possible to mention Decree 1174 of 2020. This is
considered as a space for a new labor contracting regime, more precarious and without rights for
part-time workers who earn less than a minimum wage.
Social security in this Decree is changed by a social protection floor with which a final blow is given
to the retirement funds, by converting contributions into individual savings called BEPS (Periodic
Economic Benefits). Additionally, health care will not be provided by the contributory regime with
the right to disability and/or sick leave, but instead these workers will be affiliated to the subsidized
regime. These workers will not be affiliated to occupational risks insurance and trade union
freedoms would be put in question, because in the face of the emergence of trade union
organizations, employers simply let these partial workers go, arguing that they are no longer needed
in the work for which they were hired.
In this sense, according to the requirements of the Trade Union Centers, especially the Central
Unitary of Workers, its repeal is required.
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5. IMPUNITY AND ANTI-UNION VIOLENCE

According to the monitoring carried out by the National Trade Union School (ENS) from January 1,
1973 to December 2020, at least 15,285 violations of the life, liberty and integrity of trade unionists
were registered.
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The monitoring carried out by the ENS, during the last ten years, has registered around 299
homicides of trade unionists in Colombia. The most affected historically have been the education
sector with 6,828 cases of violence, followed by the rural sectors where the mining, quarrying and
agriculture sectors are concentrated.
During these ten years, the ENS also recorded that the impunity rate went from 98.0% in 2010 to
95.0% in 2015.
In the midst of all these approaches, it is worrying that after five years there is not a single area
regarding violations of labor and union guarantees where it can be affirmed that progress has been
made until reaching a solution.
All the issues in which progress should be made, as part of the trade agreement with the EU, have
been set back or stalled because there was regulatory progress, but no implementation, which
ultimately did not impact the lives of workers in the country.
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